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Presentation

Although it may appear evident, Navarre is clear-
ly a land of strong environmental contrasts. These
variations, a result of its diverse climate, range from
the wet valleys in the north east to the semi-desert
like steppes in the south. The environmental diver-
sity has subsequently led to the existence of nat-
ural areas possessing great ecological value. One of
these emblematic jewels is the Bardenas Reales,
whose special status as a Nature and Biosphere
Reserve has given it notoriety.

Despite being commonly considered a desert-
like area, from the dawns of time these lands have
witnessed human presence. The remains of the
castles and forts give us an idea of the rivalry be-
tween bordering medieval kingdoms and of the
fight against the legendary bandits. However, a-
bove all, these lands have witnessed the daily toil
of people who have used the Bardenas to satisfy
their common needs, primarily shepherds, and
more recently, farmers.

In recent years, apart from these more “tradition-
al” activities, a new use for the Bardenas has arisen,
more indicative of developed and urban societies:
tourism. The great appeal of the “nearby desert”,
actually an uninhabited steppe, with a landscape
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Geographical setting
The Bardenas Reales is an extensive, semi-desert

like, unpopulated land, situated in the south east of
Navarre, on the border with the province of Aragón.
It covers a surface area of 41,845 hectares, which to
give us some idea, is more than 4% of the total of
Navarre. There are moderate variations in height,
from 280 m near the military zone to 650 m in 
La Negra. However, it possesses an abrupt relief, re-
plete with mesa-shaped highs, plains, hidden ra-
vines…, the result is a very characteristic landscape.

It has a mediterranean climate, with a marked
contrast between the hot summers and cold win-

hard to find anywhere else in Europe, has led to a
steady increase in the number of visitors. The Bar-
denas Reales Community, an administrative autho-
rity that for centuries has overseen the running of
this land, is faced with an important challenge:
achieving a delicate compatible balance between
tourism and the preservation of the natural resour-
ces, whilst at the same time respecting traditional
Bardenas activities.

The new Bardenas Reales Information Centre,
located at the park’s main entrance, is a key piece
in this effort. 

The signed routes (MTB, motor vehicles and
walks), promoted by the Bardenas Community are
not only a means to aid visitors interested in dis-
covering this land, but also a sincere attempt to
adopt measures that prevent any damage or dete-
rioration caused by a non-regulated tourism influx,
something we feel that nobody desires.

To all those who visit us, we hope that you find
knowledge, enjoyment and as a result, love for the
Bardenas. Please show the utmost respect to
everything you encounter on your way.

THE BARDENAS REALES COMMUNITY OF NAVARRE
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most well-known places are located here (Polígono
de Tiro, Castildetierra, Pisquerra, etc.). El Plano is an
almost flat, elevated alluvial plateau, whose soil ori-
ginates from the Aragón river: practically the whole
area is cultivated. La Negra is also identified by lar-
ge elevated flat areas caused by horizontal stratums
of limestone; the slopes are covered by pines and
kermes oak and the dark appearance of the terrain
has no doubt given rise to its place name. 

There are no permanent watercourses. The hydro-
graphical network is formed by the large quantity of
dissecting ravines which only carry water on rainy
days. 

ters. Rainfall is irregular in nature, there being no
rainy period, but often torrential in form. The ave-
rage rainfall varies from 350-400 l/m2 in the drier are-
as (La Blanca, Landazuría, El Fraile…), to 550 l/m2

in the high points of La Negra. Wind, in such an
open area as this, is another factor to be taken into
consideration. “Cierzo” is the name given to the
characteristically cold, dry, north-eastern wind.

In general terms the Bardenas can be divided into
three large areas, each with its own defining lands-
cape. La Bardena Blanca (White Bardena) is the cen-
tral depression, the terrain is often whitened, 
bare and desert-like in appearance. Some of the
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The Bardenas Reales Natural Park
The history of protected

areas in the Bardenas is
recent. In 1987 the Govern-
ment of Navarre designated
two areas of the Bardenas as
Nature Reserves: the Rincón
del Bu (an example of Bar-
dena erosion relief) and the
Caídas de la Negra (an area
of pine groves, scrubs and
fields). Mention must also be
made of the Vedado de Egua-
ras Nature Reserve, home to
one of the best examples of
Aleppo pine. More recently,
special Bird Protection Areas have also been desig-
nated. 

However, the main landmark in this brief con-
servation history occured in 1999 when the Barde-
nas Reales was declared the third Natural Park of
Navarre (behind Señorío de Bertiz and Urbasa-
Andia). This protection status is applied to natural
areas which have suffered little transformation
through human occupation, and which due to their
value and uniqueness receive deserved preferential
attention.
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The declaration was accompanied by the intro-
duction of a Plan de Ordenación (an administrati-
ve scheme) which restructured the geographical
definition of the Bardena. The Bardena was divi-
ded into new areas, each with its specific regula-
tions. The Natural Park’s surface area covers almost
the whole of the Bardenas. The exceptions are 
areas of little environmental relevance used for
special purposes and the Polígono (military zone).
The Polígono occupies 2,244 hectares and was lea-
sed to the Ministry of Defence in 1951; paradoxi-
cally, military use and scarce human presence has
result-ed in it being, (except for the firing range),
an area of high natural value.

In 2000 the U.N. Organisation for Education,
Science and Culture (UNESCO) designated the 
Bardenas Reales of Navarre a Biosphere Reserve.
The Bardenas Reales of Navarre thus became the
19th Biosphere Reserve in Spain, and the first one
in Navarre. 
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The Bardenas Reales Community

As its name indicates, these lands belong to royal
heritage, in principle to the Kingdom of Navarre.
Currently they are owned by the Bardenas Reales
Community. Since 1705 the exclusive rights of use
are held in perpetuity by twenty-two entities, called
“congozantes”. These are the towns of Arguedas,
Buñuel, Cabanillas, Cadreita, Caparroso, Corella,
Carcastillo, Cortes, Falces, Funes, Fustiñana, Marci-
lla, Mélida, Milagro, Peralta, Santacara, Tudela, 
Valtierra and Villafranca, the Valleys of Roncal 
and Salazar and the Monastery of the Oliva. 
These entities make up the Bardenas Reales Com-
munity and they govern the area by a series of
decrees. Administration is carried out by the Gene-
ral Board, the Permanent Commission and the Pre-
sident of the Community. The Bardenas Reales
Community also acts as the administrative authority
for the Natural Park. The Community has its head-
quarters in Tudela.  
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BARDENAS REALES DE NAVARRA INFORMATION CENTRE 

Entrance from the NA-8712 road, km 0.8  
Carretera del Parque Natural, km 6
31513 Arguedas (Navarra, Spain)  
Tél. : +34 948 830 308 
Email: turismo@bardenasreales.es
www.bardenasreales.es

OPENING HOURS 

• AUTUMN AND WINTER: from 1 September to the beginning of the
Easter holidays: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m and 3:00 p.m to 5:00 p.m.
CLOSED: 24, 25 & 31 December and 1, 5 (afternoon) & 6 January. 

• SPRING AND SUMMER: from the beginning of the Easter holidays to
31 August: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m and 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. During
the Easter holidays the centre is open continuously from 9:00 a.m. to
19:00 p.m.
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The Bardenas Reales de Navarra 
Information Centre  

The Bardenas Reales de Navarra Information Cen-
tre, located in the Los Aguilares estate, caters to visi-
tors to the Natural Park and Biosphere reserve, as well
as providing environmental education for schools
from the Foral Community of Navarre and other 
areas.

For such purposes, the Centre has dedicated staff,
publications, drawings and maps, video and diorama
displays, life-size replicas, educational notebooks, etc.

School visits must be arranged in advance and are
free of charge.
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MTB in the Bardenas Reales

The Bardenas topography with its gentle reliefs,
the dense network of tracks and trails, and its
sheer size, make it an ideal place for mountain
biking. Moreover, MTB is the recommended means
for those who really wish to thoroughly experi-
ence the Bardenas: its surface area is too large for
hiking, and motor vehicles have restricted access to
certain routes. 

Over the last few years, the growing popularity
of the Bardenas Reales in the cycling world has
meant that it has become a popular destination for
keen cyclists. The holding of the annual “Extreme
Bardenas” cycle race (100 km), in which hundreds
of cyclists take part has added to its growing repu-
tation. However, unquestionably the majority of
cyclists who come to the Bardenas every year are
groups looking for an enjoyable day’s cycling
amidst a remarkable environment, and not profes-
sional types.

The signposting of specific MTB routes and the
significant improvements in the route signs favour
those looking for a cycling excursion, which, clearly
is a far more desirable and respectful activity than
4x4s, quads and motorbikes.
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- Wear appropriate clothing. According to popular
belief the Bardenas is very hot, however, wind and
low temperatures are just as common features.

- Cycle with care. MTB routes may coincide with
motor vehicle routes. Give preference to hikers.

- Respect the tranquility of the sheep herds and do
not approach them. They have been grazing on
these lands for hundreds of years.

- Avoid entering cultivated areas. Use common

sense.

Recommendations for cyclists:

- Only cycle on those routes expressly marked for
MTB, or for those suitable for all vehicles.

- During rainfall, keep to the gravel tracks. The
predominant clay and mud can convert the sim-
plest dirt track in a trap, even for more expe-
rienced cyclists.

- Be clear about the route you’re going to take. It’s
easy to get lost in the Bardenas.

- Do not leave any waste or litter. If you observe
anyone doing so, politely point it out to them.
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Recommended access points

• ARGUEDAS-POLÍGONO DE TIRO
(ARMY FIRING RANGE) ROAD.

This is one of the most frequently used access
routes, leading to what is considered the heart of
Bardenas.

From Arguedas town centre take the NA-8712
road towards Tudela. About 1 km from the villa-
ge, two hundred metres after passing a petrol sta-
tion, a narrow paved road branches to the left,
leading to the Bardenas Reales Information Cen-
tre (5.9 km) and to Castildetierra (10.5 km), whe-
re you can join the perimeter track around the
firing range (you can also follow the paved road
on to the gate of the army barracks, where the
same track also passes).

• TUDELA-EJEA DE LOS CABALLEROS ROAD 
(NA-125).

This is the only road which traverses the Barde-
nas, from west to east. It is a good access point
for the Bardena Negra.
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• EL FERIAL RESERVOIR FROM THE N-121 ROAD

This is a paved track starting from kilometre 60.8 of
the N-121 providing access to the Caparroso wind
farm, which takes us to the El Ferial reservoir after
6.5 km. 

• “EL PASO”: ACCESS FROM CARCASTILLO-SÁDABA
ROAD (NA-128).

This is the usual northern access point. Famous for
being the entry point of the sheep herds coming
down from the higher northern grounds on the 
cattle trail known as the Cañada Real de los Ronca-
leses every Sep18. 
This is a gravel track which leaves from the 
Carcastillo-Sádaba road, 5 km after Carcastillo. After
4.2 km you reach El Paso, where the Shepherd’s
Monument is found.

• ACCESS FROM HERMITAGE OF NUESTRA SEÑORA
DEL YUGO.

This is a gravel track that leaves from the vicinity of
the hermitage and is 12 km from the Ferial reservoir. 

• ACCESS FROM FUSTIÑANA.

Leaving Fustiñana on the NA-126 to Tauste, just to
your left there is a gravel track which heads up to
Portimayor (marking the Bardenas limits). From there
it takes you to the Tudela-Ejea road (NA-125).
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A route visiting two of the most characteristic landscapes of the
Bardenas: La Blanca and El Plano. Without difficulty, the
only steep incline coming at the end of the climb to El Plano.

• Start point: el Paso, next to the shepherd’s monument
(access is from the Carcastillo-Sádaba road; access point    ,
page. 24).

The track which marks the beginning of this route leaves
from the Shepherd’s Monument. After heading downhill for a
short distance, we take a smaller track branching off to the
right from which we start the climb up to El Plano. The har-
dest sections (though short in nature) are found on this in-
cline. Upon reaching El Plano, the landscape changes rad-
ically, with a dominance of large flat cultivated areas amidst
a solitary steppe environment. We then take the Camino Real
from Tudela to La Oliva for quite a long stretch. At a junction
we leave to one side the track which goes to the Ferial
reservoir (4.6 km) and take the cattle route T-3 heading east.
From the edge of El Plano, a pronounced descent, called the
Bajada de las Yeguas, takes us back once again into the
tormented landscape of La Blanca: ravines, mesa-shaped
highs, chaotic rock formations without leaving the cattle trail

we return to our start point, in El Paso.
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The origins of the current Bardenas
landscape

During the Early Tertiary period (between 26-38
millions of years ago) the collisions between the
European and Iberian plates produced the folding
which led to the creation of the Pyrenees, the Ibe-
rian Range and the Catalanides Mountains. The
rising up of these three mountain ranges created an
immense enclosed basin, located in what we know
today as the Ebro Valley.

Torrential watercourses reached this depression
from the surrounding mountains, which, due to its
enclosed characteristics led to the accumulation of
vast expanses of water. By the time the rivers
reached the centre of the basin they were usually
lacking in strength and deposited mainly clay, loam
and limestone. However, sporadically sandstone
was deposited by a more powerful water mass. On
the slopes of the mountain heights the water
masses had more energy and deposited conglom-
erates of sandstone, an example being those which
appear in the areas of the Perdón and Arnedo. In
this way deposits at heights of up to 4,000 metres
were accumulated. The current Bardenas is located
in the central area of this basin.

At the end of the Miocene Age (9 million years
ago) the basin opened out through the Catalonides,
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the higher part being made up of hard rocks
(sandstones, sand-based rocks) which are more
resistent to erosion, protecting the softer underlying
rocks (mostly clay-based). Later, (1.6 billion years),
the great rivers of the area, the Aragón and the
Ebro, accumulated enormous deposits of alluvial
materials, forming plateaus as extense as El Plano.

and thus the main river course found a way out to
sea (Mediterranean) and began to unearth the
materials deposited previously, giving birth to the
River Ebro. The basin began to erode, gradually
shaping the landscape and creating the stony hills
known as “cabezos”, and ravines that can be seen
today. The creation of these “cabezos” was due to
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A short and simple route around the Ferial reservoir.

• Start point: the Ferial reservoir dyke (access     points page
24). 

From the single lane track to the Ferial Services Building,
cross the dyke at the head of the weir. The surface is better
if you cycle anti-clockwise around the reservoir, passing by
the Val de la Fuente del Ferial, the main natural water
source to the Ferial (a reservoir whose water mainly comes
from the Navarre Irrigation Channel). For the final stretch, the
route follows a track parallel to the irrigation channel so pre-
caution needs to be taken.
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Even though it seems unlikely, irrigated areas
also exist in the heart of the Bardenas: the
southernmost point (bordering Buñuel), Espartosa
(the area crossed by the Tudela-Pamplona road),
the Bardenilla (next to the Murillo de las Limas)
and other smaller areas.

There are more than 150 water storage pools in
the Bardenas. Of artificial origin, they take advan-
tage of small depressions and store rain water.
Many dry out in the summer, although one storm
can be enough for them to be replenished.

The Ferial reservoir
It is located on the western edge of El Plano,

near the Bardenas boundary with Caparroso and
Rada. Its eastern limits are marked by the Val de la
Fuente of the Ferial. The reservoir has a water
capacity of 8.13 hm3, which mainly come from the
surpluses from the nearby Navarre Irrigation Chan-
nel, which in turn brings water from the Yesa reser-
voir. It also collects smaller quantities from its own
basin and from the aquifer of the Plano. The irri-
gative area of the reservoir is 1,522 hectares (land
belonging to the Bardenas, Caparroso and Valtie-
rra) and also supplies drinking water to the villages
of Arguedas and Valtierra.

The Navarre Irrigation Channel forms part of the
hydraulic complex originating in the Yesa Reser-
voir. With a length of 32 km, it irrigates more than
4,500 hectares in Navarre (Carcastillo, Mélida and
Rada). It traverses the Bardenas Reales at its nor-
thern extreme (one of its aqueducts can be seen),
before circling the Bardenas limits as far as the
Agua Salada ravine, where the excess water is
stored in the Ferial Reservoir.

Next to the Ferial Reservoir, the Bardenas Reales
Community has constructed a services building for
various public uses, including a restaurant open
Friday to Sunday and public holidays. 
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This is a classical route and probably the most well-known. It
circles the Polígono de Tiro (military zone) along the perime-
ter track, starting from either El Paso or the Alto de Aguilares.

• Start point: there are two options, el Paso (access     ,page
24) and Alto de Aguilares, (access    ,page 23).

From el Paso the route starts on the track heading south
towards Arguedas, traversing La Blanca Alta, until we reach
the perimeter track circling the Polígono de Tiro. From Alto
de Aguilares, 1 km after the Information Centre coming from
Arguedas, simply take the track that leads straight to Castil-
detierra where you will find the perimeter track. Both routes
circle the military zone. The loop can be done in either direc-
tion. The route takes you past some of the most emblematic
places of the Bardenas: Castildetierra, Pisquerra, Rallón...

Attention!!: under no circumstances should you enter
the military zone.

,
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As has already been mentioned, for millions of
years the Ebro Valley and the Bardenas was a
great lakeland area, closed in by mountain ranges.
These flooded areas were surrounded by forests,
whose surface area varied depending on climatic
conditions. 

This environment was replete with aquatic 
and ripicola organisms. Fossil remains have been
found of crocodiles, carps, amphibians, flamin-
gos, turtles (4 species, 2 of them new to science),
beavers and antracoterides (extinct ruminants
similar to the hippopotamus). Apart from the
remains of these organisms which were depos-
ited in the same environment in which they lived,
others have been found which were transported
by water currents to the central area of the
wetlands: remains of urchins, shrews, bats, 3 spe-
cies of doormouse, eomiides (extinct rodents),
hamsters, squirrels, rabbits, small ruminants, sui-
dae (from the family of pigs and boars) and rhi-
noceros.

Large vertebrates grazed around the central
water masses, e.g. fossil remains of mastadons
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(from the elephant family) were found near the
village of Monteagudo. 

Regarding temperature, this must have been
much hotter than at present, or at least without
cold periods, as there are many fossil remains of
poikilothermic animals (who depend on external
heat to warm their body), for example crocodiles. 

The paleontological study is still in progress. At
present various groups are being studied; for
example the gastropods (snails) or the ostracods,
alga characea and plant pollen. Without doubt
many more organisms resided in the Bardenas
apart from those which managed to leave proof of
their presence in fossil form. However, due to the
absence of “harder” parts in their bodies they were
unable to leave any long lasting evidence of their
existence

Extract from the Ph.D thesis “A study of the vertebrate

fauna from the Early Miocene Period in the Bardenas

Reales and adjacent areas”. 

Author: XABIER MURELAGA BEREIKUA
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A route of moderate length which passes through the little
known spot of Landazuría, a contrasting area of fertile irri-
gated areas and harsh, dry steppes. Apart from the Bardenas,
the route also takes in land belonging to Arguedas and Valtierra.

• Start point: The Hermitage of Nuestra Señora del Yugo
(Arguedas), (access    , page 24).

Next to the hermitage, in a small hill, the route starts on a
gravel track which initially descends quite steeply. After
coming over a small ridge, the track heads down again into
a small depression of white earth and desert-like appearance
(landazuria means white land in Basque). Leaving to one
side the stony hill, Cabezo de la Junta, we come to the fer-
tile plain known as the Barranco de Agua Salada (The Salt
Water Ravine), an area where irrigation was implanted during
the mid-nineties. Soon the route changes direction and goes
in search of a little hidden valley that rises up gradually, until,
upon reaching a corral, it leaves the gravel track to take a dirt
track heading up a short but steep slope that takes us to the
upper ridge of the Yugo Sierra, from which we return to our
start point.
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The old dwellers of the Bardena found in this land
their means of livelihood: fields for farming, pastures
and wild nature.

AUTHOR: ROSA Mª ARMENDÁRIZ (OLCAIRUM) 

A “desert” with a History
The weather-beaten Bardenas landscape holds
enclaves where time came to a standstill hundreds,
thousands of years ago – the stages where the life,
work and death of the primitive dwellers of this
legendary desert were played out. In light of the 284
archaeological sites discovered to date, the sense of
solitude so seemingly inherent to this land collapses
amid the silent clamour of such a multitude of traces.

Human occupation of the Bardena dates back to the
Eneolithic period, and continued uninterruptedly
through the Bronze, Iron and Roman ages, over
more than 5,000 years  of History.  A variety of flint,
bone, clay or metal utensils signal the existence of
their small work and living spaces. Later, the Bronze
age saw the rise of proto-urban centres, leading to
the proliferation of a myriad of smaller settlements in
what was to be the zenith of human occupation in
the area. 

The arrival of the Romans led to the regrouping of
the population into communities built along the Bar-
dena’s borders. The habitat’s settlement patterns
were once again transformed by the penetration of
the age-old realm of shepherds by small farms along
the side of the primitive paths (currently cattle
tracks).    
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A trip through one of the wildest and solitary areas of the
Bardenas, off well-trodden tracks. It borders the Rincón
del Bu Nature Reserve.

• Start point: the NA-125 from Tudela-Ejea de los Caballe-
ros, kilometric point 17.3 (access    , page 23).

At the start point, where the Royal Roncalese Cattle Trail
crosses the road, there is a small clearing for parking. We start
the route heading north, initially following the cattle trail. The
first part of the route is quite winding in nature, with con-
tinuous uphills and downhills. It passes through a desert-like
landscape inhabited by rainwater-formed gulleys, ravines,
stony hills and flatter areas. At the furthest point, near the
spot known as Sagasti, we have a view of La Blanca depres-
sion and the ravines of the Rincón del Bu Nature Reserve. 
A long descent takes us to the Tudela-Ejea road, which we
take for a few metres before almost at once taking a track
which comes over the Junquilla ravine (heading towards Fus-
tiñana). Before reaching Portimayor, a hill which marks the
Bardenas limits, a turning at a crossroads takes us back to our
start point, passing by the spot known as Marrapate.
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Of all the species present, the most outstanding
are the steppe-residing birds. They have adapted to
living in flat and open habitats with little vegetation.
Such habitats are plentiful in the depression of La
Blanca. Mention can be made of: the short-toed
lark, thekla lark, crested lark, calandra lark, black-
eared wheatear, wheatear, sandgrouse, black-
bellied sandgrouse, bustard and stone curfew. The
Dupont lark or Ricoti lark stand out for their rarity
and were first recorded in 1987.

Other inhabitants of note are the birds of prey
which inhabit the cliffs: the vulture, golden eagle,
egyptian vulture, eagle owl and kestrel. The popu-

Flora and fauna
The fauna community is closely linked to the

various types of vegetation and habitats present,
each one having its own characteristic species.
However, there are more general species such as
foxes and rabbits present throughout the Bardenas.
Various environmental units can be identified in the
Bardenas: aleppo pine groves, matorrals (kermes
oak, junipers, rosemary…), steppes (pyrenean
wormwood, esparto…), salt marshes (tamarisk,
caustic soda…), wet areas (ponds and ravines),
cliffs, constructions and fields of crops.
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lation of nesting vultures is one of the
largest in Navarre.

One of the most emblematic species
of these environments is the great bus-
tard, a bird of considerable size (more
than 10 kg in males) which inhabits
wide, open, cereal-crop areas. It is not
permanently present in the Bardenas,
though its presence is common.

The current implementation of an
agro-environmental measures scheme
and the effects stemming from the Bar-
denas designation as a Nature Park
and Biosphere Reserve will guarantee
the conservation of these habitats, and

the natural values that have
given the Bardenas inter-

national prestige.
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A route that ascends up to La Negra, one of the highest and
most emblematic points of the Bardenas.

• Start point: : NA-125 road from Tudela-Ejea de los Caba-
lleros, kilometric point 17.3 (access   , page 23).

From this point, where the Royal Roncalese Cattle Trail
crosses the road, we set off on a track heading south. After
passing by a rainwater pool we come off the cattle route and
head up to the first flatter area, known as Alfarillo. A long,
almost flat stretch takes us through land at times belonging
to the Bardenas, and at others, Aragón. The Plana de la
Negra is clearly visible due to its height and dark-looking
slopes covered with pines and kermes oak. A steep slope
with a good surface rewards us with outstanding views from
an exceptional mesa-shaped high, especially when the
route takes us along the edge of the plain. Near the limits of
Fustiñana, the route heads downhill, very rapidly at first. 
For the last stretch we join route nº 5 to return along the
same track back to the start point.
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Past and present uses

As already mentioned, the exclusive rights 
of use of the Bardenas belong to 22 entities,
known as “congozan-
tes”. The main use until
the end of the 19th cen-
tury and beginning of
the 20th century was cat-
tle raising. However,
after this period there
was a large transforma-
tion due to widespread
ploughing, which meant that the cultivated suface
area increas-ed from 8% to its current 52%. This
widespread ploughing has led to the emergence of
agricultural practices, which at present are just as
important as cattle activities. A secondary effect of
these new circumstances was the construction of
several hundred huts and corrals, though most of
them are now in ruins.

However the “congozantes” have other uses and
rights. Amongst which, and of great importance, is
hunting, commonly of rabbits, partridges and
hares. 

Other traditional uses are; collecting manure
from the matorrals, chopping firewood and wood
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New uses are appearing every day in conjunc-
tion with the development of the area; from 
tourism to commercial photographic and film-
making activities and wind farms. The Bardenas
Community is constantly responding to these new
demands, though always giving premier importan-
ce to Nature Park and Biosphere Reserve require-
ments.

Since 1951, 2,244 hectares a of La Blanca have
been used as a military air-base and firing range.

for domestic use (not to sell), manufacturing
charcoal, collecting viscus or mistletoe (a par-
asite plant with different medicinal uses and of
great liking to livestock), making tar (from tree
derived substances), using limestone ovens, using
kilns to manufacture tiles and bricks… though
most are no longer in use. In the 18th century
modifications were made to the usage rights of
the Bardenas, resulting in equal rights for the
“congozantes”.
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This route, as well as passing through the Plana de la Negra,
also takes us to the Sancho Abarca Sanctuary. The sanctuary is
a surprising place located on Aragonese soil overlooking the
extense pine groves of the La Negra.

• Start point: the NA-125 road from Tudela-Ejea de los Caba-
lleros, kilometric point 17.3 (access    , page 23).

The first part of this route coincides with route nº6 (see
description) heading up a steep slope as far as the Plana de
la Negra. From this point we follow the main track around
the edge of the mesa-shaped high, first in the north then in
the east. To one side are the cultivated areas of the Plana (on
Bardena soil) and on the other are the beautiful slope-cov-
ering groves of aleppo pine (virtually all on Aragonese soil).
All this stretch is especially pleasant, due to its almost flat
profile, its landscape and natural environment. Approaching
our destination, the track heads into land belonging to Taus-
te (Zaragoza) before a final uphill stretch takes us up to the
Sanctuary. The same route is taken for the return journey.
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(associated with Father MORET at the end of the 9th
century). They were mostly surveillance points for
the Aragonese border and the fight against bandits.

Remains of the Estaca, also known as Santa Mar-
garita do exist. The remains of a wall from the main
tower are conserved. Evidence points to it being
built by a brotherhood of 25 villages, 16 from
Navarre and 9 from Zaragoza at the end of the 13th
century in the fight against bandits.

Traces of the Sanchicorrota also exist, located 
in the “cabezo” of the same name and very close
to the perimeter track around the military zone.
The remains of a tower and of the basement, pos-
sibly a dungeon can be seen. Erosion, an ongoing
process of enormous importance in Bardenas, has
made access to this place impossible at present. 

However, the most spectacular is Peñaflor, lo-
cated in the Eguaras Nature Reserve (belonging to
Valtierra), outside the Bardenas administrative juris-
diction but within it from a geographical point of
view. It is also known as the castle of Doña Blan-

ca, as the 19th century writer FRANCISCO NAVARRO

VILLOSLADA used it as the base for his novel “Doña
Blanca de Navarre”. The tower is still standing and
part of the main structure, balancing on a “cabezo”,
amidst an amazing natural pine grove.

Castles

There were various castles in the Bardenas.
Normally reference is made to: Aguilar, Estaca,
Mirapeix, Peñaflor, Peñarredonda, Sanchicorrota
and Sancho Abarca.

They were modest constructions, with a main
tower and a small walled exterior. They normally
had a water deposit or tank. There are no longer
remains of Aguilar (once atop the Aguilar “cabezo”
to the south of La Negra), Mirapeix (near the Muri-
llo de las Limas), Peñarredonda and Sancho Abarca
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A route that passes through the most arid areas of the Bardenas
at its southernmost point, before taking us to the Sancho Abarca
Sanctuary. Part of the route coincides with the Royal Roncalese
Cattle Trail and traverses the pine groves of the Caídas de la

Negra Nature Reserve.

• Start point: the NA-126 road from Tudela-Tauste, kilometric
point 22.

The start point is located very close to the junction between
the NA-126 and the Royal Roncalese Cattle Trail. From here we
head north on a gravel track. After going up to one of the flat-
ter areas, from which the prominent Peña del Fraile can be
seen, the track descends to the Valdenovillas ravine. We follow
the ravine for a long stretch, coinciding with the Royal Ronca-
lese Cattle Trail. When we reach the top of the ravine, amidst
the pine groves of the Caídas de la Negra, the route changes
its tranquil and comfortable profile for a steep ascent along a
stony surface. After two kilometres of effort we come to the
mesa-shaped high of the La Negra, where we can get our bre-
ath back. A well-surfaced track and a final uphill stretch take
us to the Sancho Abarca Sanctuary. The same route is taken for
the return journey. 
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Nature Reserves in the Bardenas
Two areas of the Bardenas

were declared Nature Reserves in
1987: The Caídas de la Negra and
The Rincón del Bú. The Vedado
de Eguaras, also a Reserve, is a
private estate located on land
belonging to the village of Valtie-
rra, adjacent to the Bardenas.

The Caídas de la Negra, which
covers 1,458 hectares, is found on the southern
slopes of the Plana de la Negra. The slopes are

characterized by criss-crossing
ravines and extense groves of
aleppo pine, intercalated by
kermes oak, juniperus phoe-
nicia, persian berry, juniper,

italian buckthorn and
rosemary. Cultivated
areas are also found
together with the natural

vegetation.

The reserve is a good example
of a natural mediterranean pine grove; woodland
with an abundance of open spaces of matorrals,
thickets and trees of all sizes, including dried up
examples. This stratum and environmental diversity
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The vegetation is that of an arid place. There are
no mass tree-covered areas, and the only species of
certain note are scattered juniperus phoenicia and
isolated examples of tamarisk in the ravines. The
predominating vegetation includes mediterranean
saltweed, pyrenean wormwood, rosemary, thyme
and laston; in the bleaker areas with little drainage
esparto and saltworts appear. 

The large birds of prey breed in the rocky heights.
Though most of the bird fauna are steppe-residing
species: stone curfews, black-bellied and pin-tailed
sandgrouse, lark, thekla lark, wheatear, etc. There is
not a great abundance of mammals: fox, rabbit.

favours the existence of varied fauna communities.
Amongst residing birds mention can be made of:
black and red kites, short-toed eagle, harrier, wood
pigeon, turtle dove, cuckoo, the rare red-necked
nightjar, etc. Amongst mammals, wild boars, the
mountain cat, polecat, fox, rabbit, doormice, fuina
(from the fox family)... can be found.

The Rincón del Bú covers an area of 465 hec-
tares situated to the south of the great depression
of La Bardena Blanca. It presents a desert-like
landscape made up of deep ravines overlooked by
cliffs, plains, and “cabezos” of particular singularity.
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An excellent route that combines various trails to cross the Bar-
denas from one extreme to the other. It is a linear route which
can be done in either direction, so logistic planning must be
made.

• Start point: el Paso (access,   page 24) from the north,
and Tudela-Tauste road (km 22), from the south.

Described from north to south, the route starts in El Paso
on the track to the Polígono de Tiro (heading to Arguedas). 
It circles the military zone along the perimeter track, passing
by Sanchicorrota and the Cruceta (it’s possible to circle the
military zone in either direction, but the signed route is
shorter). We leave the depression of La Blanca by heading
up the Loma de la Madera to enter the most solitary part of
the route. Passing through the presence of the imposing
Nasa, the track takes us to the Tudela-Ejea de los Caballeros
road. From here, the route heads towards the clearly 
visible Plana de la Negra, a wide mesa-shaped high ideal 
for cycling. Before reaching the Sancho Abarca Sanctuary,
a turning takes us down to the tough descent of the 
La Negra towards the Valdenovillas ravine, and then onto the
Tudela–Tauste road, which is the end of our journey.
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villages in the Bardenas Reales. D. LORENZO offered
to cover the expense of building six villages for
100 families. Every farmer would be supplied with
a dwelling, 50 “fanegas” (79.5 acres) of arable
land, an area to plant vines and trees, a pair of
oxen, a breeding sow, 5 hens with a rooster, a
plough, a large hoe, a knife... As the wood needed
for building didn’t exist in the Bardenas, the colo-
nists would be able to take their supplies from the
surrounding mountains, and only pay tax on the
building constructions.

The idea of D. LORENZO was to inhabit these villa-
ges with the many families who were “surplus, des-
titute and despicable, and who lived from pure free
will” existent throughout Spain, with the aim of
making “people of use out of some lost vessels who
were damaging to society”.

In exchange, the knight asked for freedom of
choice over the village locations and for the con-
struction of the village halls, churches and the
parish priests endowment to be paid by the king.
He also asked to be exempt from some taxes and
the supervision of the villages, and for titles to be
given to him (Colonel of the Cavalry) and three
other people to be appointed by him.

The project was never carried out.

Attempts to inhabit the Bardenas

The attempts to inhabit the Bardenas were at
their peak during the 18th century, during the Age
of Enlightenment. After the proposals to reinhabit
the Sierra Morena (1766), D. LORENZO DÍAZ DE

LAMADRID, a valencian knight, made a proposal to
King CARLOS III in 1772 to construct various
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A comfortable walk along the interior of one of the hidden
ravines characteristic of the Bardenas Reales

• Start point: Castildetierra (access    , page 23).

Leaving from the parking area at the foot of Castildetierra,
we take a track heading west. We head down into the
ravine known as the Barranco de las Cortinas along a steep
slope. We follow the ravine’s course, negotiating our way
through the tamarisk on the ravine bed. When we come to
an old weir, a steep slope to our left takes us up out of the
ravine. Return skirting the ravine a certain distance from the
edge to avoid rock fall and fall hazards.

WARNING: it is not advisable to take this route after rainy
spells. 
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advised hanging those thieves caught red-handed
without waiting for the king’s order. If the accused
denied the charges, they were executed indiscrim-
inately of place or time.

Without doubt, the most famous bandit was 
SANCHICORROTA, the name comes from SANCHO ROTA.
He lived during the 15th century and exploited the
war between the agramonts and beaumonts which
was taking place at the time to his own advantage.
He proclaimed himself “King of the Bardenas”, and
led a group of some 30 highwaymen on horseback.
Such was the insecurity that he created, that JUAN II
or-ganized a posse of 200 men (a sizeable army in its
day) to trap him. Surrounded, his men were wiped
out; SANCHICORROTA, seeing that everything was lost,
committed suicide by his own dagger. His body was
taken to Tudela, where it was hanged. It remained
there until the birds of prey found him. His name is
reflected in place names of the area.

During the 17th century, the Bardena was also a
hideout for bandits and criminals. In 1652 some
criminals assaulted a group of eleven muleteers, who
were transporting oil, almonds, silk and saffron;
townspeople from Arguedas and Valtierra were able
to trap almost all of the highwaymen. During later
years various hold-ups were made of the postal ser-
vice.

Bandits

In the 13th century, in the times of SANCHO EL FUER-
TE, some ex-soldiers turned into bandits once the
wars between the kingdoms of Castilla and Aragón
were over. According to Father MORET, the chronicler
of the Kingdom of Navarre, “they infested the Barde-
na, led there by its ravine-marked terrain and wood-
land cover”. The villages and the crown, alarmed by
the attacks and assaults founded the brotherhood
known as the Cofradía de la Estaca and the castle of
the same name. In one of his articles, D. SANCHO
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A strategically located “cabezo”, with a very short and
peculiar access. It overlooks the depression of the Bardena

Blanca and the Polígono de Tiro (military zone).

• Start point: the perimeter track of the Polígono de Tiro
(access    , page 23).

We enter the Bardenas via the Arguedas access point.
When we come to the entrance to the military barracks  we
follow the track that heads off to our left, towards Castilde-
tierra; after 2.3 km, the track widens next to some very
colourful sandstone rocks, from which the walk starts. It is
also possible to access the walk from the track that connects
Aguilares and Castildetierra.

After making our way up an initial short, steep slope, we
make out a remarkable line of 219 concrete steps (inherited
from an old military observation point) that rise up diago-
nally until they reach the top of the hill. The climb is not dif-
ficult. The same route is taken for the return journey.
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Bardenas, shepherds land
There was a time when the Bardenas Reales belong-

ed almost exclusively to shepherds. Until the end of
the 19th century, 92% of the territory was uncultiva-
ted, which converted it into an enormous, though
poor, area of pastures. In the 9th century the crown
granted the Roncal Valley the right to use these pas-
tures, which leads us to suppose that this practice was
already consolidated.

During the winter, livestock from both the adjoining
villages and the pyrenean valleys of Salazar and Ron-
cal (who are also “congozantes”), coincided in the
Bardenas.This occurence laid the foundations for the
development of human relations between the Nava-
rren Pyrenees and the Ribera. Both regions being geo-
graphically united since olden times by the “umbilical
cord” known as the Royal Roncalese Cattle Trail.

The predominating livestock was, and is, sheep. Alt-
hough there was, and still are some ferocious bovines.
The dense web of cattle trails mark the entry and exit
points, and interior routes. Although there are many
gateways to the Bardenas, the main one is “El Paso”,
located in the NE of the Bardenas, on the Roncalese
Cattle Trail. This access is identified by the Bardenas
Shepherd Monument which has stood since 1992.

As has already been mentioned, the Bardenas has
many winter pastures.The migrating herds come down
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Much has been said about the volume of livestock
that the Bardenas Reales housed. Studies put the
number at 300,000 grazing sheep during the 16th
century, and that towards the year 1850 this number
had been halved.

Currently, between 20,000-100,000 sheep and
goats graze in the Bardenas depending on the time
of year. There are also a few hundred cows. 

from the snow threatened Pyrenees (the earliest
entry date being Sep 18), and they leave at the
beginning of summer (they must do so before July 1)
when the snow is no longer present. Thus, there is a
closed season in which livestock cannot enter the
Bardenas, a period which has been shortened over
the years but permits a sustainable use of grazing
resources (a new rationalization process of the pas-
tures is in progress).
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A walk that takes us up to Peña del Fraile hill, located in
the southernmost extreme of the Bardenas. It is located in
one of the most desert-like and forgotten spots. Remains of
an old fort at the top. Incredible panoramic view.

• Start point: the Bea corral. To reach the corral take the
Tudela-Tauste road (NA-126, km 22). Just before reaching
the Aragón border a well surfaced track branches off. 
Following the track for 4.3 km takes us to the corral (sign-
posted). 

From the clearing next to the corral, we set off heading
west, skirting round the fields (don’t enter sown fields). 
The outstanding silhouette of the Fraile is visible at all times.
At the beginning there is no defined track, but there are
numerous cattle trails. After crossing ridges and ravines, we
come to an old track which has suffered erosive deterio-
ration that rises up to some old, abandoned crop fields.
From here the final rise is evident. The same route is taken
for the return journey.
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Length: 4.6 km (go and back). Gradient: 200 m.

El FraileEl Fraile

C

C

NA-126
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some 20 men. In order to separate the fort, a moat
was carved out of the rock and the castle was
surrounded by a walled enclosure. The walled
remains can be seen lining the natural surface of
the rock in the ravine known as the Barranco de
Valdenovillas. The remains of one of the watch
towers are also visible, as well as a square shaped
tank in the centre excavated from the rock, which
served as both a water deposit and prison cell. 

In 1569 the image of the Virgin of Sancho Abar-
ca was discovered on its slopes. This is currently
conserved in the sanctuary of the same name on
land belonging to Tauste (Zaragoza), adjacent to
the Bardenas.

Peña del Fraile castle

Peña del Fraile hill, in the same way as the
neighbouring “cabezos” of El Aguilar and Sancho
Abarca, overlooks La Negra from afar. The highest
point based on calcareous rock has converted it
into a marvellous viewing point of the central Ebro
valley.

Some remains, though very much in ruins, still
exist on the top in its south eastern part. These
ruins were originally one of the bordering castles of
the Kingdom of Navarre, the Sancho Abarca. This
was built at the orders of SANCHO VII EL FUERTE and
dates back to 1230. Its garrison normally numbered
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Authorized routes for motor vehicles

Within the dense network of
tracks and trails, the Community of
the Bardenas Reales has established
some routes which are freely acces-
sible to motor vehicles. Authoriza-
tion must be given by the Commu-
nity to circulate on any other tracks
or trails, as they are only for official
use. This regulation stems from the
need to preserve the high ecological
value of many areas and also to avoid any deterio-
ration of tracks used for agricultural or livestock
purposes.

The authorized routes allow visitors to experien-
ce the different environments and landscapes of
the Bardenas. The authorized routes are:

• Access routes to the El Ferial reservoir (and to
the Services Building, including a restaurant,
standing on its shores), from the N-121 road
(Pamplona-Tudela) and from Ntra. Sra. del
Yugo hermitage. 

• La Blanca route: the Polígono de Tiro loop
with entrance from El Paso (access from Car-
castillo) and Aguilares (access from Arguedas).
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Suggested routes for motor vehicles

The authorized route network for motor vehicles (see
previous page) offers car visitors various options to dis-
cover the Bardenas. The different routes and circuits
pass through the varying landscapes of the Natural Park. 

Primarily, car visitors should bear in mind that,
except for the tarmac road which goes to the Polígo-
no de Tiro (military zone) and the stretches of road
(N-121, NA-125 and NA-126), all the authorized routes
for motor vehicles are tracks whose surface is typically
gravel and uneven. Their condition is very variable, as
just one single, heavy storm can considerably deterio-
rate a good surface. Although all of them are accessi-
ble to normal cars (i.e. 4-wheel drive is not neces-
sary), stretches do exist where extreme caution is
advised.

Below various suggested routes are outlined
which enable visitors to thoroughly experience
the Bardenas: 

• Access to the Plana de la Negra and Sancho
Abarca from the NA-125 road between Tudela-
Ejea de los Caballeros (kilometric point 17.3).

• The track from Fustiñana to the NA-125
between Tudela-Ejea de los Caballeros, via Por-
timayor.

• The access to the Bea corral (start point for the
walk to the Fraile), from the NA-126 between
Tudela and Tauste.

All these routes are clearly signposted. Access to
the remaining tracks is restricted to authorized
vehicles and for oficial use.
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El Ferial reservoir from Ntra. Sra. del Yugo
hermitage (access    page 24).  

Ntra. Sra. del Yugo Hermitage – “El Ferial reser-
voir” –N-121 road (approx. 18.3 km; 23.3 km
from the Arguedas road). 
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the Ferial reservoir. The route crosses the areas of Lan-
dazuría and the Agua Salada ravine before coming to
the reservoir and the Ferial Services Building (restau-
rant open Friday to Sunday) which is located on its
banks. 

Then, to avoid going back the same way, we can
carry on towards the N-121 road (signposted) along the
Caparroso wind farm track. 
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To reach the hermitage take the road leading to the
Senda Viva Nature Park. Before reaching the theme
park, a turning takes us to the hermitage, Nuestra
Señora del Yugo. This well restored 17th century cons-
truction has great traditional importance for the villa-
ges of the area. Its location, placed atop a sierra pro-
vides an excellent panoramic view of the Bardenas.
Near the hermitage, in a small hill, we take a track
which branches off. At the junctions, follow signs to
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The route starts from a track branching on the right
from kilometric point 17.3 of the NA-125 heading to
Ejea. The Sancho Abarca Sanctuary is signposted. 
On the return journey follow signs to the NA-125.
During the ascent up to the Plana de Alfarillo the track
has an uneven surface so precaution must be taken,
especially with lower lying vehicles. Another short rise
leaves us in the high plain of La Negra. We skirt around
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This route can be done in either direction. If starting
from Arguedas, take the narrow road leading to Barde-
nas and the Information Centre. At the high point of
Aguilares we have two options; either continue by road
to the gates of the military barracks or take a short 
cut along a track that takes us directly to the Castilde-
tierra “cabezo”. Both options take us to Castildetierra.
We continue circling the military zone along the peri-
meter track. When we come to a signposted junction,
we follow signs to Carcastillo (if we wish we can also
do the complete loop of the military zone). The route
heads up to La Blanca Alta; on one side we’ll see the
well-known hills, Pisquerra, Rallón, Ralla..., and on the
other, the landscape is dominated by the high points of
El Plano, notably, Estroza and Cornialto. 

In el Paso, the natural gateway to the Bardenas men-
tion must be made of the Bardena Shepherd Monu-
ment. Following signs to Carcastillo, we come out onto
the NA-128, which takes us to the village.
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La Blanca circular route 
(access   and   , pages 23 and 24).

Arguedas – “Castildetierra” –Polígono de Tiro peri-
meter track – “El Paso” Carcastillo (approx. 44 km).

ROUTE

Plana de la Negra and Sancho Abarca 
Sanctuary (access    , page 23).

NA-125 road (Tudela-Ejea) – “Plana de la Negra”
– Sancho Abarca Sanctuary (approx. 38.2 km,
round trip). 
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The Bardenas shelters
The Bardenas Reales and its surroundings are

dotted with small constructions, known as “caba-
ñas” (shelters), “abejeras” (beehives) or corrals
depending upon their use (agriculture, beekeeping
and livestock respectively). Most of the shelters
and beehives are in ruins. Originally, the shelters
provided temporary housing for farmers and their
horses, and for the storing of seeds and cultivation
equipment. The arrival of the tractor and the com-
bine harvester drastically reduced the hours of toil
and the shelters were abandoned and left to ruin
through lack of maintenance. 

The traditional shelters were of a simple struc-
ture, with a kitchen and a stable. They only had
one entrance door which always had to remain
unlocked, although since 1926 the locking of shel-
ters was permitted. Most have a small pool nearby
to store rain water; sometimes, men and animals
drank from this water (normally from a stone-lined
“balsete” or pool for men, and a soil-lined “balse-
te” for the livestock). Some had a tank, a small
lined well with a roof which was filled with run-off
water for human consumption.

The corrals are better conserved (those with
adjoining shepherd shelters), because the period of
stay of livestock in the Bardenas is still very long

SET ROUTES

the edge tracing the boundary between Navarre and Ara-
gón. The landscape of the Bardena Negra is made up of
cultivated plains, inclines and ravines which are popu-
lated with aleppo pine and kermes oak plantations. The
final stretch, which transits Aragonese soil takes us up to
the Sanctuary of Sancho Abarca. The views are exceptio-
nal. The same route is taken for the return journey. 

Finally, respect at all times the regulations regar-
ding the use of motor vehicles in the interior of the
Bardenas:
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• The circulation of motor vehicles is only allowed on
authorized routes which are signposted to such
effect. 

• Do not leave the tracks, “cross-country” driving is
prohibited.

• The speed limit is 40 km/h.

•A maximum of 5 vehicles per group is recommended.

• Park visiting hours: from 8:00 a.m. to one hour befo-
re sunset. 

Apart from these specific rules, respectful behaviour
appropriate to a Natural Park is required at all times:
do not make any unnecessary noise (the sounding of
horns, fast accelerations, etc), give way to cyclists,
pedestrians and livestock, do not hinder agricultural
machinery, do not litter or leave waste, etc.

SUGGESTED ROUTES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
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whilst the shepherds slept in the open or were pro-
tected by a rocky enclave. Corrals also exist that
take advantage of natural or excavated caves.

These Bardena constructions are owned by the
shepherds who built them and were normally
named after them. Though being built “en preca-
rio” meant that no compensation was given if the
landowner decided to put his land to other uses.

Times change and today some shelters are per-
manently closed. However, some still do offer
open refuge and private recreational use is
sometimes made of them. The shepherds no longer
spend the night in them. When night falls they
make their way to the surrounding villages after

having safely enclosed the sheep.

and the pastures are only reserved for grazing in
summer. Larger than the shelters, they have a
covered area for colder nights and a “serenado”
(external enclosure) for warmer nights. They were
usually surrounded by an area which wasn’t
ploughed called “majadal”, used either during
breeding periods or for handling the herd and
additional food, or for bad weather requirements.

Other constructions also exist. They were built
“en precario” i.e. erected on land owned by others.
They are small, low-roofed enclosures, “barreras”
in Bardena dialect, which were built by the shep-
herds with branches and loose stones. They are
quite common in high points or in the meanderings
of ravines. They were used to enclose the sheep

A Bardena
corral
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Rules and regulations
The Natural Park of the Bardenas Reales is gov-

erned by the regulations approved in the correspon-
ding Organisation Plan of Natural Resources
(O.P.N.R.). When the Governing Body is cited in the
items outlined below it refers to the Community of
the Bardenas Reales. 

The regulations in force regarding touristic and
recreational use are as follows:

1.- Touristic transit in the Bardenas, whether it be in any
kind of motorized or non-motorized vehicle, including
horseback, must keep exclusively to the routes signposted
to such effect (see maps). Any cross-country transit is
strictly prohibited. A maximum of 5 vehicles per group is
recommended. All vehicles must respect the 40 km/h
speed limit. Exceptions to these regulations will be regu-
lated accordingly by the Governing Body.

2.- Pedestrians can freely use the gravel tracks, dirt tracks
and paths in the area covered by the O.P.N.R. The Gov-
erning Body has the right to impose any required limita-
tions that they deem appropriate. The area currently used
for military use is governed by its own restrictions.

3.- The erecting/placing of signs or signposts on any type
of track, junction or building must receive the express au-
thorization of the Governing Body.

4.- Vehicles can only be parked at those places which are
signposted for such purposes and next to authorized
routes. At all times the parking of vehicles must not neg-
atively affect the natural environment or interfere with
official park business or agricultural activities.
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13.- The Governing Body can regulate and even prohibit
any recreational activity which it considers to cause sub-
stantial interference with the appropriate practising of any
other activities, whether recreational or not, and/or the
working of the ecosystem, without infringing the existing
legislation.

14.- All companies who wish to use the Bardena for busi-
ness activities must present their offer/proposal to the
Community of the Bardenas for authorization. The Com-
munity has the right to make the corresponding modifica-
tions to ensure their compatibility with the conservation of
the natural resources of the territory and to avoid inter-
ference with traditional practices. They have the right to
prohibit those that they do not deem compatible with
those activities and resources already mentioned, without
undermining any other reasonable authorizations.

- 1998 Approval of the Organisation Plan of Natural
Resources (O.P.N.R.) by the Community of the Bardenas
Reales and the Government of Navarre.

- 1999 The Parliament of Navarre gives Natural Park status
to the Bardenas Reales.

- 2000 The United Nations Organization for Education,
Science and Culture (UNESCO) declares the Bardenas Rea-
les to be a Biosphere Reserve.
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5.- Races or any type of motor vehicle competiton is pro-
hibited. Any other type of sporting event, (primarily moun-
tain bike or horseback), must be authorized by the Gov-
erning Body.

6.- Photographic or any visual recording of a comercial
nature or for popular viewing must receive the express au-
thorization of the Governing Body.

7.- The cutting of firewood for recreational uses is prohib-
ited without prior authorization.

8.- In general, open air camping is prohibited throughout
the area covered by the O.P.N.R. However, bivouac or
overnight sleeping is permitted and does not infringe the
existing legislation. Exceptions to these rules will be sui-
tably regulated by the Governing Body.

9.- Fires for recreational use are only allowed in those are-
as specially designated for such purposes and which are
clearly signed.

10.- Domestic animals are only permitted if the owners
can present the sanitary documentation of the animals in
question if the circumstances required. Animals must be
controlled at all times by their owners, who are responsi-
ble for the prevention of any damage to the flora and fau-
na.

11.- Climbing is prohibited throughout the area covered by
the O.P.N.R.

12.- Non-motorized air sports (para-gliding, hang-gliding
and gliding) are subject to the limitations and restrictions
established by the Governing Body which regulate their prac-
tice, location and period.
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Park visiting hours
From 8:00 a.m. to one hour before sunset. 
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GLOSSARY

Abejera: A beekeeping construction.

Acequia: Irrigation channel..

Balsa: Pool.

Barranco: Ravine, intermittent water course.

Barrera: Cattle enclosure.

Cabaña: Shelter, used by farmers.

Cabezo: Isolated mesa-shaped stony hill (butte).

Camino Real: Historical Royal Way.

Cañada Real, Traviesa, Pasada, Ramal: Cattle routes (in

descending order of size/importance). National heritage.

Corral: Cattle keeping installation.

Cuesta: An uphill slope.

Cueva: Cave.

Fuente: Spring.

Loma: Long and narrow ridge.

Peña: Hill with a rocky vertical drop.

Plana: Plain. Flat terrain on an elevated plain.

Portillo: Narrow valley.

Punta: Cabezo/Plana extending out in a narrow point.

Val: Small valley.
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NATURAL PARK
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